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What is different about a 
MSBA show?

• A simple set of contest rules.


• Clear, concise adjudication sheets.


• Classifications based on band size.


• One consistent judging standard using one judges’ 
association.


• Created in 1999 by a group of band directors who saw a 
need for an alternative to other circuits - director-driven.



What is different about 
hiring CSJA judges?

• The entire judging panel is hired for you for one flat 
administrative fee, and a single invoice is presented for all 
judges’ fees and mileage costs. 


• CSJA holds training sessions for its members twice a year, and 
enforces an educational credits policy to ensure members attend 
and stay up-to-date.


• Candidates undergo extensive training, written and oral 
examinations, as well as trial judging, before being admitted to 
membership.


• Caption heads review scores and commentaries throughout the 
season to help provide judging consistency.



What is different about 
hiring CSJA judges?

• A chief judge is provided to serve as liaison between the 
sponsor and the judges panel. The chief judge communicates 
with the judges so the sponsor does not have to spend a lot 
of time on emails and phone calls.


• Members of CSJA are trained in the adjudication sheets used 
in MSBA, and in some cases helped to write the sheets.


• CSJA judges are trained in how to provide an effective 
critique.


• The leadership of CSJA is committed to assist in building 
MSBA in any way possible.



General Judge Tips
• Read the CSJA contract. Information about breaks, 

meals, cancelation policies and billing can be found there.


• Make sure there is ample room for the judges. The area(s) 
used by the judges should be free of obstructions and 
free of outside noise so the judge can focus on the 
performances.


• For judges located in the press box, please minimize the 
number of outsiders allowed in the box. Generally, only 
the tabulator, announcer and audio file manager need to 
be in the press box. 



• If some judges must be located outside of the press box, 
a covered area is needed. Tables or desks of some sort 
are required so judges may make notes for critique.


• Again, freedom from distracting sounds is important. (For 
example, if video recording is done in the same area, 
videographers must know they must be quiet while bands 
are performing.) Please stress that there should be no 
talking in the press box when bands are performing!


• Runners should pick up recorders about every three or 
four bands. Don’t forget to have an adult to do it once the 
band members leave to get dressed to perform!



Show Tips
• The tabulator should practice using the MSBA MS Access 

program ahead of time so data entry is fast and accurate. 
Also, it is important for that person to know how to extract 
caption and overall awards from the software.


• The tabulation software is available on the “Forms” page of 
the MSBA web site, near the bottom of the page.


• The person downloading digital audio commentary files 
should practice with one of the judges’ recorders before the 
show starts. Setup of Dropbox or other cloud-based 
commentary storage should be accomplished before the 
show day.



• We prefer to hold the first few sheets (3 or 4) for 
consistency and accuracy of scoring.


• Not all CSJA judges own tablets. If tablets are required 
and the sponsor cannot provide all of them, talk to the 
chief judge prior to the day of the show to see how many 
judges own tablets that they may bring to the show.


• The chief judge will bring a USB flash drive. Audio 
commentaries for all judges for at least one band should 
be copied onto this drive for the caption heads to review. 
(This can be done at the end of the show.)



• Please allow the judges to check scores with the tabulator 
at break times to ensure data accuracy.


• We ask that adequate breaks be provided, especially if 
restrooms are not close to the press box!


• If CompetitionSuite is used, make sure there is strong 
internet connectivity at the judges’ locations. Make sure 
the router is password-protected to prevent outside 
access.



The cable for 
Sony recorders
• Each CSJA judge 

routinely carries two 
digital recorders, some 
carry more for backup 
purposes. To download 
commentary from these 
recorders, you need a 
“mini USB” cable. It is 
available from 
amazon.com. Newer 
recorders have a built-in 
USB connector.

http://amazon.com


The Critique
• A timer (usually a parent volunteer) should be available to 

handle the flow of the band staff members from table to table.


• Make sure there is ample space in the critique room, with 
tables for the judges as well as chairs for all. 


• Usually, the music judges are seated together (3), the visual 
judges together at another table (2), and percussion and 
guard at separate tables, alone. Some sponsors use different 
setups.


• Recaps should be printed and provided for all judges (and for 
the staff members attending the critique if possible).



• If the show has a lot of bands, it is helpful for bands to 
sign up ahead of time for critique. Some sponsors use 
online formats like Google Docs for this.


• Four bands may be accommodated at one time, one at 
each table. 


• After four minutes, the timer should call a one-minute 
warning, then, after five minutes, the call to switch places.


• The sponsor band is allowed extra time at the conclusion 
of critique to speak with the judges.



Travel-related Tips…

• We ask our fly-in judges to arrive the night before the 
show. While other judges can drive in the day of the show, 
we use 3 hours drive time as a general rule for judges 
who should arrive the evening before. 


• Judges are expected to transport themselves to the 
show, but if it is possible to pick them up at the hotel, it 
may be helpful, less time-consuming, and save valuable 
parking spaces!



• You should receive an invoice two weeks before the day 
of the show, assuming the number of participating bands 
is definite by then. The chief judge will pick up the check 
from the sponsor or his/her representative on the day of 
the show.


• Hotel costs are the responsibility of the sponsor. We do 
not reimburse our members for hotel housing costs. The 
chief judge will coordinate housing, but the sponsor 
makes the room arrangements and payment.



Other Considerations
• We have biographical sketches available for most of our 

judges. Ask the chief judge if you need these for 
programs, announcer, etc.


• Our judges are told to arrive at least one hour before the 
start of the show. Inform the chief judge if you need them 
earlier.


• If you have questions or concerns, contact Dick Turner at 
csjamusic@gmail.com, Greg Mills at 
executive.director@csja.net, or Jeff Waggoner at 
assistant.director@csja.net. 

mailto:csjamusic@gmail.com
mailto:executive.director@csja.net


Resources
midstatesba.org


csja.net/information
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